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Welcome Aviators! It’s that time again for another 
great edition of our bi-monthly E-newsletter.

A lot has happened since our last edition!  We 
have had another great Birdsville Fly away, which 
we won the most aircraft from one club or school, 
again! We have had a huge joint Open Day with 
Basair Aviation College. It was a great day for 
new and upcoming aviators to see how to start 
their flying careers/ hobbies off, which was a 
huge success and a lot of fun. We also have new 
aircraft which have joined our fleet.

Our next big event on the calendar is Wings Night 
2015!!! Yes another year has passed!! We can’t 
wait for it, we all had such a great night last year! 
It’s such a fun night for all of us,  we can let down 
our hair and celebrate all the achievements of 
the past year, with the people that make Sydney 
Aviators what it is, yes that’s you! Our beloved 
students and flyers!

After such a great night, in such a great location 
last year, we have decided to listen to our Aviators 
and hold Wings Night 2015 in the same location, 
the Dreamliner Room, Rydges Hotel Sydney 
Airport.  

Any Aviators who could not make it last year, here 
is your chance to get in on a fantastic night in the 
perfect location, a night of great food, beverages, 
awards, games and prizes, overlooking (well right 
on top) of the Runway intersections of Sydney 
International Airport, as the sun goes down and 
the airport lights come alive! (Not to mention the 
big guys taking off and landing right in front of us 
the whole night).  

Get in early for your tickets, as we are already 
starting to sell lots of them and we don’t want 
anyone to miss out on this truly great night!  
Saturday 28th of November, everyone is welcome, 
partners, family and friends, it’s going to be great!

A big thank you from all of us, we hope you all 
enjoy the read and look forward to seeing you all 
around Sydney Aviators soon!!!  

NEW FLEET ARRIVAL
VH-VWB
We have the pleasure of introducing our newest edition 
and member of our SA fleet, Piper Saratoga, VWB.
This is such a great machine, which is well looked after 
and very loved by its owner.  Great news for all the 
Aviators who used to love flying our Piper Lance. Once 
you lay eyes on is machine you will realise that it’s going 
to be popular and a hit amongst our more experienced 
Aviators. It’s the perfect machine for a fly away, or just 
with a few friends to go on a scenic. We are going to save 
this machine just for our private hirers to enjoy. 
Call the office to enquire, on what’s required to fly this 
awesome piece of machinery. Better get in quick!



Below is a list of Student Flight Achievements. All of these are days that a pilot never forgets and we are so excited to share 
these moments with our students.

Hall  Of  Fame

Qian Zhu: First Solo Rahat Ali: First Solo Ryan Meads: First Solo

Will Kearns: First Solo David Champ: First Solo Lachlan Orr: First Solo

Nathan Muangjai: First Solo Christian Wanner: RPL Phil Ridley: PPL

Daniel Tabone: CPL Florian Isselhorst: CPL



CFI ARTICLE BY CHARLES THOMPSON: LEANING THE MIXTURE
Why Lean?
We all know that as we climb the atmosphere becomes 
thinner and therefore there are less molecules of air in any 
given volume. At 20,000 feet there are only half the number 
of air molecules in a cubic metre as there are at sea level, 
meaning of course that a cubic metre of air weighs only half 
as much. However if we take our bottle of drinking water 
to 20,000 feet it will still weigh near enough to the same as 
it did at sea level. The same will apply to our fuel. So the 
lesson here is that we lean by weight and NOT by volume.
If you take this a step further, an O-320 engine spinning at 
2500 RPM will move the same volume of air regardless of 
air density and so if we leaned by volume then there would 
be no change in the amount of air being moved, regardless 
of altitude, and therefore we would not need to lean. The 
process of leaning seems to be clouded in mystery and if 
you ask ten different pilots about leaning you are more than 
likely to get ten different answers.

Our company policy is to operate at full rich below 3000’ 
AMSL for all the four cylinder Lycoming engines. Passing 
through 3000’ we would normally be either in cruise or in a 
cruise climb and it is highly unlikely that the engine will be 
developing more than 75% power, and so will be unlikely to 
detonate due to reducing cylinder pressure in the event of 
inadvertent overleaning.

Leaning Carburetted Engines
Most horizontally opposed training type aeroplanes are 
fitted with a Marvel Schiebler updraft float type carburettor 
these days marketed by Precision Airmotive.  Same beast 
- just a different handle. The exception is the HA6 fitted to 
the Duchess which draws air in from the back. The MA3 is 
normally fitted to the O200 Continental and O235 Lycoming 
that you will find in your Cessna 150/152, Piper Tomahawk 
etc. and the MA4-5 is fitted to the Cessna 172, PA28, TB10 
etc.

The schematic below explains how these carburettors 
work. Believe me they are not precision engineered and 
the principal of operation is pretty agricultural and simple – 
which is a good thing!

The first picture, Fig.1, shows the carburettor removed from 
the engine viewed from the top. The lever on the bottom 
left is the mixture control.

Fig.2 shows a side on view of the same carburettor. 
The important bit to look at here is the cutaway of the 
float chamber showing fuel in yellow. The float chamber 
works pretty much the same as the cistern at the back 
of your toilet with the float cutting off excess fuel at a 
predetermined level in the fuel bowl. However there is a 
subtle difference. We obviously don’t want fuel slopping all 
over the place when we are conducting manoeuvres, so 
the air that is in the top of the fuel bowl does not come from 
the atmosphere externally but from within the carburettor 
itself where we have a venturi, which is using Mr Bernoulli’s 
principle and messing with our pressures.



So the things that will control how much fuel our engine burns are the throttle position controlling the volume of air passing 
through the venturi, the weight of air pushing down on the fuel in the float chamber, the fuel level in the carburettor float chamber 
and the position of the mixture control.

Looking at these factors individually the mixture control is really basic consisting of a tube of about the diameter of a biro with a 
hole about the same size drilled at right angles. This tube sits in the bottom of fuel bowl and has another tube which fits closely 
inside the first tube. The second tube has half its diameter cut away where it lines up with the hole in the outside tube and by 
turning the inside tube within the outside tube we have a valve. Very simple and not exactly precision engineered. That is how 
the mixture control works. See the bottom left hand side of Fig.3.

Fuel and air then mixes into an emulsion from where it sucked through the main jet by the low pressure created by the venturi. 
The airflow through the venturi is controlled by the throttle butterfly.

You will notice from Fig.2 that the height of the float is very precisely defined at 7/32”. This is critical as it controls the weight 
of air pushing down on the fuel in the bowl and also if the fuel level is too high then there will be more fuel going into the main 
jet. As a pilot you can pick this up by monitoring your fuel burn. It will be higher if the fuel level is too high. You will also find an 
increased tendency towards carby icing as a carburettor is a very efficient evaporative refrigeration device with temperatures 
within the carburettor dropping up to 15 to 20 degrees C below the ambient temperature. Excess fuel will exacerbate this 
process. Think about the last time you spilt fuel on your fingers, and how cold it was. 

If you get carb ice, (evidenced by a drop in RPM for fixed pitch props and a drop in manifold pressure for variable pitch props), 
do NOT richen the mixture. Take full carb heat and if anything lean the mixture slightly. The hot air when you take carb heat is 
less dense and so taking carb heat will have the effect of enrichening the mixture.



How much to Lean
Some of our training aircraft will have an Exhaust Gas Temperature Gauge (EGT), but there a lot that don’t. Below are excerpts 
from the Lycoming Operators Manual for naturally aspirated engines:

The graph below illustrates the area of best power which will be approximately 100F rich of peak EGT. It should be remembered 
that peak EGT will vary from day to day depending on air density and moisture content.



To gain best performance from our engines it is important to lean correctly.

Remember that fuel is also a coolant and as we move into the warmer months of summer it is important to monitor engine 
temperatures and run your engine with a richer mixture if temperatures start to climb.

Overleaning can cause detonation at high power settings and can also cause cylinder hot spots. If in doubt err on the side of 
caution and operate with the mixture a little richer. It is cheaper to buy fuel than to overhaul engines.

On most fuel injected engines the EGT probe is only on one cylinder. It is a good idea to have your instructor show you how to 
do an injector check during the ground run to make sure you don’t have a blocked or partially blocked injector, as the blocked 
injector could be on a different cylinder to the EGT probe and therefore that cylinder could be running leaner than optimum and 
you will not know.

Always refer to the Aircraft Flight Manual for the recommended operating procedure for your aircraft.



Interview with an Instructor: Serwan Hermiz - Grade 2 Flying Instructor

Tell us a little bit about yourself?
My name is Serwan and I am 25 years old. I was born in 
Iraq and, at the age of 3, moved to Greece where I was 
taught to speak Greek fluently. Over time, however, I have 
forgotten most of the Greek language. My family and I 
arrived in Australia when I was 8 years old. I graduated 
from Cecil Hills High School in 2008.
Besides my passion for Aviation, I also like to travel. I have 
been to many parts of the world, including Greece, the 
United States, Canada and China.
When did you decide you wanted to be a pilot?
I was interested in becoming a pilot from a young age 
and, when I turned 18, I had my first trial flight with Sydney 
Aviation College. From that point on, I made sure that I 
turned my dream, of becoming a pilot, into reality.

Why didn’t you start flying after School?
Due to the funds required, I didn’t start flying immediately 
after school, however, that didn’t stop me. After school, in 
2009, I got a job and flew part-time with Sydney Aviation 
College. I flew 1 hour every 2 weeks. That wasn’t enough 
for me, so I put flying on hold for 1 year and got a full-time 
job. This allowed me to save enough money to enroll and 
fly full-time at Basair Aviation College in 2010. I graduated 
from Basair in 2012 with a Commercial Pilot License, 
a Multi Engine Command Instrument Rating and an 

Instructor Rating. This gave me the resources to become a 
professional pilot with Sydney Aviators.

Do you remember your first flight and solo Flight?
My first flight was in 2009 with my instructor, Eric. This 
further developed my interest of flying. My first solo flight 
was on the 28th of April 2010, with Peter Fterniatis. It was a 
CAVOK day with light westerly winds and I remember Peter 
telling me that I was going to go up on my own for 1 circuit. 
I was both really nervous and excited, but it’s a day I have 
never forgotten.

When did you start flying at Sydney Aviators?
I started flying with Sydney Aviators, as an instructor, on 
the 19th of July 2012.

What do you enjoy most about your role as a Flying 
Instructor at Sydney Aviators?
Instructing is the biggest privilege and I enjoy everything 
about my role as a flight instructor at Sydney Aviators. 
Transitioning from a student myself, to having the ability to 
be able to send a student on their first solo, is my biggest 
accomplishment to date. The instructors, students and 
environment at Sydney Aviators make it all worthwhile to 
come in to work every morning. Seeing all my hard work 
pay off, so that I can train others to achieve their dream, is 
a great accomplishment for me.

What advice do you have for students RPL, PPL, CPL?
To be a successful pilot you need to be committed, have 
the passion to learn and be able to study hard. Flying 
is made up of 75% theory and 25% practical, therefore, 
without preparing yourself before a flying lesson, you will 
not be able to retain any new knowledge given to you 
by your instructors. You need to make time to study and 
prepare and ensure that you ask as many questions as you 
can, otherwise the whole experience won’t be as enjoyable. 
Being well prepared will ensure that your workload is 
minimized and that you are not stressed during a flight, 
so your focus can be on the amazing scenery that we are 
privileged with.

Message from the Tower
Taxi clearances
In the tower we have 4 positions for controllers ie. ADC1 
(arrivals and departures), ADC2 (circuits), SMC (ground 
traffic) and COORD. Sometimes these positions are 
combined. Although we often coordinate traffic between 
each other, this is not always possible or practical. One 
example of this is when an aircraft vacates the runway. The 
ground controller will not be aware of this until the pilot calls 
ground on the taxiway. It is important to notify the ground 
controller your position on the airfield and where it is that 
you want to go. It is not sufficient to just give your callsign 
and request taxi to parking. With the correct information, 
you will assist the controller to sight you and give you a 
correct taxi instruction in a prompt manner. 

Lastly, a reminder as you taxi around the perimeter, you 
must give way to other aircraft that are vacating the runway 
onto the taxiway!



Safety Bulletin
The apron area and the flight line is always active and a very hazardous area. Extreme caution has to be taken 
while walking to and from the flight line. Due to the close proximity of the main helipad, off taxiway Lima, you will 
often experience rotor wash from taxing helicopters. This often leads to loose articles, dust and stones lifted by 
the rotor wash, which can damage aircraft and even pilots. Please be very mindful while walking/operating in 
close vicinity of an active helicopter and helicopter landing area. 

There have been recent occurrences where people have walked through the Blue coned off area (Police 
chopper landing zone), as a Police Chopper was landing. The police chopper had to hold for the person 
involved. Please be aware this is a very dangerous practice and a “No Go Zone”. Always brief your passengers 
on the importance of safety on airside and always escort children. 

Please stay well away from the blue coned off area at all times and give way to helicopters while walking/taxing, 
in and around taxiway Lima and Mike. 



Birdsville 2015
 That time of year had come again; in line with tradition the Sydney Aviators Crew was off to the Birdsville Races.  0900hrs on a 
Wednesday morning, chariots are packed and everyone is rearing to start the outback adventure!

The 2015 Aviators crew pilots: 
Reece, Cameron, Daniela, Christian, Zhuo, Clinton, Florian, with Instructors Nick and Tessa

A pilot’s report:
The 1700-mile journey to the middle of Australia and back 
where the guy beside you through default becomes a 
friend. 10 Aerodromes, 20 flight hours, 6 days later and a 
well trimmed aircraft:

DAY 1 - The trip to Kallara station
The tent, Tick, tent pegs? Fingers crossed, cooker, Tick, 
camera, Tick, two weeks work of flight plan, Tick.
A fully loaded plane with a CTA departure to 8500 to Cobar 
via Katoomba; Kallara Station here we come. 
The Cobar stop, lunch/fuel -- for most a protein bar for 
Tess it was a Casa approval form to get the whole group to 
Kallara for dinner, a spinner too weak to last the next flight. 
The delay in Cobar brings the arrival time at Tilpa Pub too 
close to an INTER with thunderstorms and high winds. 
This made exciting landings with many conducting go-
arounds, the record with 5 wins, (at the pub later it was 
10 go-arounds and 50 knot winds). Nick I’m trying to 
remember who won the game of pool, Tilpa pub is next to 
the runway, the pub has the UHF printed on the roof. After 

way too much dinner -- 10 chickens later, at end of light we 
were debating over the campfire (I learnt very quickly that 
pilots and fuel make great fires). Day one and already too 
much excitement, this trip is going to be a blast.

DAY 2 - The eve of Birdsville
After our espresso coffee with Bio organic eggs, Buckwheat 
toast and a chat with the locals, the 6 mile trip down the 
gravel road (that makes you travel on the wrong side) 
where our planes await. 

The weather is closing in with blanket altocumulus and 
building TCs. Some get out while others have to wait for 
the skies to reopen, I will never forget that morning of 
amazing cloud formation with a 20min climb up to 8500 
feet over the cumulus clouds white as white directly in front 
of my face, I could smell the clouds, taking paths, walls 
every side, just making it to the top of the giant balls, to 
find another wall, mazes, path, heart-pounding decision 
to select a path and climb, and we were clear 1000 feet 
vertical, 1500 meters horizontal and >8km vis. 6 GPS in 
the plane and we do it the old way, clock map ground, the 
rabbit fence and Cameron Corner behind us the race track 
in site with Birdsville on the horizon -- amazing we have 
arrived, landing light on runway selected, Birdsville Traffic 
LXP is clear of 32 (well I meant to say 14) taxiing to our 
camp site. 

That night the cocktail party progressing into bands and 
groups of thousands with a trusty beer can. Note: when 
you have finished your beer, throw it on the ground and 
stand on it like you mean it, get the master Tess to show 
you. The pub is a place where you can order a takeaway 
burger with a 6 pack of beer, one big lesson learned, never 
pull out an orange or any fruit in the pub, the room will drop 



silent, a little high pitched voice said, who are you a f***en 
orange farmer, and never answer your phone just let it ring, 
ask Nick. You can’t miss out on the bush fighting, local 
fighters competing in the game slightly drunk (including 
helicopter pilot) by-standers, all full of confidence but slow, 
taken away followed by knock outs.

DAY 3 - Day 1 Birdsville joining the locals
The tent pitched by the plane wing at the Birdsville airport, 
many worse for wear, the red sun rising over the desert to 
warm the tents after a chilly night.  

Avgas café opens, the sister of PETROL (check it out on 
trip adviser, run by Sydney aviators two days of the year), 
the best Buckwheat pancake with Bananas, Orange and 
Manuka Honey or Canadian Maple Syrup. You have to 
try the Fruit Toast spread with organic Coconut Oil, and 
the Coconut Milk Porridge, the coffee the best in town 
SALVADOR made with an Italian machine, mochas with 
Coconut Milk; but warning, don’t expect them to wash any 
cups, bowls or cutlery between people, it’s all share and 
share alike. 

The races, the added medallion on hats for some, while 
new comers learn the ropes, group photos, and the friendly 
flies, (by the way you’re not a local until flies land on your 
face and you don’t notice), the down time with beer and 
chips and that camel burger you always wanted, bets 
placed.

DAY 4 - Day 2 in Birdsville the hook.
A day trip around the Simpson Desert in search of the local 
landmark Big Red (a group of the most pronounced sand 
dunes, we learn this on the trip up, as reports over big red; 
we never found out who Burnie was, as Burnie was lost the 
entire trip), a 200 mile trip around the desert with a must-do 
departure of buzzing the main pub. As the embers settle 
the Chocolate Banana wrapped in tinfoil bake in the fire 
while a bottle of fine Tawny Port gets passed around, while 
many want to join the club, waiting in line to run the 1600 
meter runway, the runway lights keeping neighbouring 
campers up till early hours, we still have no idea who was 
doing that; if you ever see a Basair pilot ask them if they 
know about the runway runner.

DAY – 5 To the white cliffs
You wake to the eager Cessna pilots warming their planes 
to start the long journey home. The pack up begins as we 
head to Milparinka some 300miles away.

The last dash to the bakery (as Avgas café had closed for 
the year) to stock up on Rabbit, Camel and Kangaroo Pies. 
The short field landing followed by taxi calls clear of runway 
06 taxiing to the pub Milparinka, the long but narrow stone 
filled track with only a foot either side of the wheels, wings 
clearing rocks by a pitot tube, finally parked up outside the 
pub for that toasted sandwiches made by some backpacker 
lost in the outback. Note: watch out for that American pilot 
in his new million dollar craven as no clear props warnings 
need to be given, best to quickly turn your back to the 
plane as a stone in the back of the head is better than the 
face -- things you learn in the outback. 

After one of a kind hard to find taxi back to the short field, 
another note: I suggest to miss the hold on the brakes 
with the gravel if you own the plane or fly LXP, over to 
White Cliffs, sorry another note: you don’t need to use 
the WAC in severe turbulence as the town is somewhat 
south east of Milparkina with white cliffs filling the horizon 
-- aim for the center. Finally the first aerodrome where 
our group all made it within the same day, Thank You to 
Melbourne center for trying to sort minor chart confusion 
and a flat Ipad with a rogue plane, I’m looking into whether 
Melbourne could extend their radar coverage.

Soon after arrival a white van zooms down the dusty track 
to pick us up and deliver us to the underground opal mine 
our Motel for the night. The scene was like we were in 
Ukraine.

The evening at the Motel; relaxing tired pilots making 
themselves at home, enjoying a private shower, cleaning 
up, shaving, health food a glass of vino then one by one 
retiring for the night.

Day 6 - Back to the City
BUZZZZ the alarm sounds to the windowless room 
beneath the mountain, always hard, dragging ourselves to 
the common room where the espresso machine pumped 
out our strong short blacks 6am, nav plans completed, 
presents given to the local dog, a few purchases of the 
cultural of arts by local artist Chris, we head to Parkes the 
yellow fields of Marigold flowers, surrounded with green 
grass, with an amazing tail wind, the warrior III a pleasing 
record of the trip and I must report ground speed of 172 
knots, photos were taken, the rain washing the red dust off 
the wings for our sharp polished look into Sydney Aviators, 
12345 Tess replies are your wings still on.   



Into Parkes, where the smell of the flowers are a refreshing 
change to the dust, sweat and beer, almost home with 
the 3000 foot mountains with Warragamba Dam at the 
foot between us, the winds still high CT in our path, 
precipitation, pilots reporting sweaty hand and shaky feet, 
we depart, overhead Nick at the controls spiralling up on 
an impressive rate of climb just below 1000 feet per min a 
steep bank angle to get over and on top of the cloud. 
Bankstown Traffic -- I mean Bankstown tower we are 
home, what an amazing experience of a life time -- so 
many extremes, every skill learnt in the past was used over 
the 6 days and so much more learnt, that can never be 
learnt flying to Goulburn and back, follow the road! A big 
thank you to Nick for your never ending endeavour to pass 
on your skills and getting me through any suctions in one 
piece, Right rudder! Right rudder! Thank You for Tessa 
for keeping things together, all was taken in your stride, a 
Thank You to all my follow pilot buddies for your support 
and making things even more fun. I forgot Christian. Thank 
You for not snoring for the 3 nights; amazing, and the 
ground work with parking signals you’re a star. And thanks 
to that random female pilot in the twin on 12345 reading 
out the porno to all the other pilots and sending photos 
on request. Overall Birdsville should be on the bucket list, 
Tick.

PS: Note when refuelling in Tiboobarra keep your door 
or doors closed as much as possible, getting flies out at 
10000 feet becomes an art that only some can master, also 
the fuel guy said it’s bad luck for him to refuel your craft so 
do it yourself and don’t let a Cessna block you in. Written 
By Anonymous

Overall comments
Christian Wanner, MIG C182; I am preparing my PPL 
licence and thought Birdsville would be the perfect 
navigation pre-test, especially with Tessa as my co-pilot 
and “guardian”!

I was not disappointed.... first day landing in Tilpa with very 
strong crosswind and an upcoming storm was a good start! 
The windsock probably acted as a fear antidote, given it 
was more pierced than a percolator.

The horizon progressively went from green pastures and 
crops to the brown and reddish tonalities of the desert - 
simply magnificent and infinite landscapes the more we 
went inland. 

The atmosphere in Birdsville is unique, where else can you 
park your bird on the side of the runway, unfold your swag 
and go for a beer at the pub while waiting for the boxing to 
start? 

Lost my money at the races, but had good company, 
and Sydney Aviators stood apart once more because we 
brought our own chef to prepare fresh brekkies with class 
every morning!

Going to the Birdsville races with Sydney Aviators should 
be included in the CASA syllabus! ;) Thanks for the 
organisation and fun.

Daniela Stock, FTH P28R; Birdsville was awesome as 
always! This time there were a lot of clouds to fly around, 
which kept things interesting. My personal highlights this 
year were Kallara Station, Milparinka and Clinton’s cooking. 
I can’t wait to go again!



Sydney Aviators/ Basair Open Day 
On Sunday 20th September, Sydney Aviators and Basair had a huge joint open day.  It was a great day and a huge success! 
We had guided tours of both campuses, all day the trial flights running, guest speakers, learn to fly presentations, Sim sessions, 
lots of instructors on the ground answering questions and a huge tasty BBQ.

Overall we did nearly 40 trial flights and we have had a lot of interest which is great!  We would like to give a special thank you to 
Laura Brew, from Basair and Martin Fry, from Sydney Aviators for all their organisation and time spent perfecting the day! A big 
thank you to all the instructors and admin staff from both Basair and Sydney Aviators, for all their hard work during the day, you 
guys made it a big success so thank you! 

The biggest thank you though is to all the Aviators and future Aviators who attended the day, we really do appreciate the time 
taken to come down and see us and we had a great time showing you around and pointing you in the right direction, to start your 
flying careers!! If any of you who attended have any further questions or would like to chat to an instructor, we are always happy 
to help!

Thank you again to every one for the great day!



WARBIRDS DOWNUNDER 2015

Warbirds Downunder 2015 will be expanded this year to include a Friday Evening airshow on November 20th 2015 and a Full 
Day Airshow on Saturday November 21st 2015.
 
There will be plenty of aerial action for you to enjoy with most of the Museum’s aircraft collection taking to the skies as well as 
plenty of visiting aircraft.

Apart from the flying program there will be ground exhibits for you to see and enjoy while the children will be occupied with Kids 
Korner, Jumping Castle and other activities.

A wide variety of food vendors will be here for the airshow to ensure you are provided with a vast food selection and if you are a 
military vehicle fan, you can enjoy perusing the many examples on display during the event.
Gate Open & Airshow Times

Friday November 20th - Gates Open 3pm, Aircraft Flying 5pm - 7.30pm
Saturday November 21st - Gates Open 8.30am, Aircraft Flying 11am - 4.30pm

For more information, tickets and accommodation visit:
http://www.warbirdsdownunderairshow.com.au

If you would like to attend or have already booked to attend please contact Tessa (tessa@sydneyaviators.com.au)

FOR SALE

VH ZSD
We have been notified by the owner that our, G1000 equipped Cessna 172 S, VH-ZSD is for sale.  Such a great plane which 
we would love to keep in our fleet as she is great for Scenic Charter, Private scenic and is very popular amongst our C172 
drivers. This would be a perfect opportunity for a group of students to own their own plane. If you have any questions on this 
low hour/ very reasonably priced machine, please contact Adrian: adrian@sydneyaviators.com.au or 02 9793 8900.



That time again for our Sydney Aviators Photos of the month Competition! We will offer a prize for the best aviation inspired 
pic that you send in, this photo must be taken by you and your camera though!!  We want photos taken on your different 
experiences, fly a way’s etc. while flying with us at Sydney Aviators.  We will post the top 3 every month, first place will receive a 
prize!  

Only send one photo which is your best, “SA Photo of the month” in the subject line and your name/number to:  
tcollins@sydneyaviators.com.au

Great Job Everyone, please keep contributing, they are great!

Best photo competition 



AVIATORS! GET YOUR PARTY HATS ON!
THE BEST NIGHT OF THE YEAR IS JUST AROUND 

THE CORNER!

WINGS NIGHT
2015

CALL US TODAY ON (02) 9793 8900 TO BOOK YOUR SPOT!
VISIT WWW.SYDNEYAVIATORS.COM.AU FOR MORE INFO

COME AND CELEBRATE YOUR ACHIEVEMENTS WITH US AT THE YEARS
BIGGEST EVENT - WINGS NIGHT 2015

Join us Saturday 28th November at the Rydges
Sydney International Aiport
Event starts at 6.30pm sharp

Tickets $125.00 P.P.


